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Multi-level Amateur Competition / Am-Am Competition
Canadian Dance and Dance Sport Council
In the goal to improve our service to our members, the Canadian Dance and Dance Sport Council is
proud to announce that starting January 1st, 2008, Multi-level Amateur Competition will be held
inside some of the CDDSC sanctionned event.
At the 2006 Annual General Meeting of the Canadian Dance and Dance Sport Council, this project
has been introduced. This year the project has been completed and accepted by the Board with the
following details:
Description: The purpose of this kind of competition would be to provide an opportunity for those
competitors who cannot obtain partners at their own level to compete and also giving them the
required motivation to improve the quality of their dance.

For example the girl could be in Bronze level and the boy (leader) gold level. Only the girl will be marked and
it will be a bronze multi-level competition. The marking system is similar to a pro-am event where only one
individual is evaluated.
Levels :
Beginner Standard (W-Q)
Pre-Bronze Standard (W-T-Q)
Bronze Standard (W-T-F-Q)
Silver Standard Bloc 1 (W-F-Q)
Silver Standard Bloc 11 (T-VW)
Gold Standard (W-T-F-Q)
Gold Star Standard (W-T-VW-F-Q)
Pre-Championship Standard (V-F-Q)
Championship Standard (W-T-VW-F-Q)

Beginner Latin (C-J)
Pre-Bronze Latin (C-R-J)
Bronze Latin (C-R-S-J)
Silver Latin Bloc 1(C-R-S)
Silver Latin Bloc 11(P-J)
Gold Latin (C-R-S-P)
Gold Star Latin(C-S-R-P-J)
Pre-Championship Latin (C-R-S)
Championship Latin (C-S-R-P-J)

Man and Ladies in the same category
Dress code :
Same as regular competition

In each of those levels, 16 years old and over and under 16 years old age categories will be held.

?

Leader:
-Should have reached 16 years old or more
-Should be registered as amateur in filling the Amateur form and having checked the appropriate box. Pay an
extra fee of $5 for a total of $35.
-Could be a man or a lady
-Should have been in a silver level to be eligible as leader
-The leader cannot compete in a higher level then he is competing.
-If a leader has never competed, if he want to compete as an amateur couple, he will not be allowed to compete in
a lower level then silver.
-He should be registered by a recognized dance school or studio (mandatory)
-A leader can dance with many partners of different age group and / or levels
-A leader can wear a costume with or without the regular dress code to be able to compete in different levels
without getting change. (for example a man can dance without tail suit in silver)

?

Amateur judged :
-Should be registered as amateur in filling the Amateur form. Pay $30.
-The judged competitor should wear the competitor number
-Will not be an active amateur couple competitor

?

Those competitions could be runned on 2 floors at the same time

